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Dragon Shifter NovelDragon shifters are a dying breed. There are so few females left that, if drastic

measures are not taken, and soon, itâ€™ll be over for the species. The threat of extinction

looms.King Blaze finally accepts that there is no other option but to evoke an age old tradition. The

Hunt.The eligible dragon shifter males must hunt a handful of females. Itâ€™s first catch, first serve.

The biggest problem is that the females are human. Despite feedback to the contrary, Coal thinks

they are weak and breakable. In his opinion, not capable of surviving the hunt, let alone the mating

that will follow. He doesnâ€™t believe that a lowly human is capable of birthing him a royal heir, so

why has his brother, the king, tasked him with claiming one?He canâ€™t believe this is happening to

him. Especially when most of the males in their tribe are willing to accept one of these puny

females. Not him. Heâ€™s never rutted with one and doesnâ€™t have any desire, whatsoever, to rut

with one in the future, let alone mate and impregnate one. Claiming one of these females will not be

an easy feat considering there are three other dragon tribes vying for the opportunity. How the hell

is he supposed to do all of this when he doesnâ€™t want to come within a mile of one of these

unsavory creatures? This book can be read as a standalone but would be best enjoyed as a part of

the series (Start with Chosen by the Vampire Kings). No cliffhanger! The story contains strong

sexual themes/language and is not intended for readers under the age of 18.
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Ugh ... I'm a little over half-way through the book and I'm ready to reach in and punch the heroine in

the throat. She's sooooo ridiculous. She harps constantly on not only getting raped, but on how his

big "man parts" will tear her up. Even after she's been shown and proven that no rapes occur, even

though she's been shown and proven that other human women are very happy with their dragon

shifters, in and out of bed, she still insists that SHE will be raped and that the others aren't smart

enough to know that they are being raped too. Apparently the other grown women are incapable of

making their own decisions and Julie is the only one with a brain ... in Julie's opinion. Of course, all

of this is going through her head at the same time that she's turned on by the guy and going on

about how hot and sexy he is and that she should just go ahead and jump his bones.So poor Coal

has to put up with this bi-polar ditz, I couldn't feel sorrier for him! I'm really hoping the 2nd half of the

book redeems itself, Julie starts taking meds and Coal finally gets off the

merry-go-round!***UPDATE***I finished the book and unfortunately, Julie never really redeemed

herself. Coal was great, I'd love a man like that in my life. He made some mistakes but he owned

them and he changed and he didn't balk at doing either. He also didn't wallow in the past the way

that Julie does. She lets her past color EVERYTHING about her present and her future and it gets

really old fast.It's not a bad story and the premise is quite good actually, it's just a sucky heroine.

I had such high hopes for this book but sadly it was a big waste of time. I feel bad for leaving a

negative review but I have to be honest. The Heroine (Julie) was so hot and cold towards the hero

(Coal). One minute she likes him and wants to be with and then the next minute she hates him and

thinks the worst of him. By the 45% mark I was so done with Julie and her attitude I wanted the hero

to take her back from where she came from or just throw her off a cliff. I have never EVER hated a

heroine in a book before until I read this book. I just couldn't relate to her, her whole reasoning for

"why" she was like this just wasn't a good enough excuse for me. Throughout the whole book it felt

like she was constantly yelling at our hero or thinking the worst in him when there was no reason to.

I just didn't like this book or the heroin in it. All the other characters were great! I liked them and

wished I had read more about them. All in all, this book had so much potential to be something

amazing! But the heroine messed it up. If you like your leading Lady to act as a major b*tch the



entire book, then this book is for you. If not, then spare yourself this read and look elsewhere.

Happy reading :)

I was so impressed with Julie in the beginning with her bravery but she just went downhill form

there. I was so excited to read this book, but Julie kept thinking the absolute worst of him time and

time again. She keeps denying what she wants and it's ridiculous. I feel bad for him she thinks he's

a rapist and he keeps proving to her that he's not. HE deserved better I stopped reading about

halfway through, I kept giving chance after chance but I was starting to cry from irritation. Hopefully

the next installment will be better.

I really liked this book. I loved the by play between Julie and Coal. Julie has a lot of issues due to

her life up to this point. Coal has issues regarding humans, he thinks they are inferior in every way.

This story is about them changing each other's perceptions and finding love at the end. I liked the

humor amongst everything else going on. The only thing I missed is being there for the birth. I hope

we get to be there in the next book for Julie's baby. I definitely recommend this book and look

forward to the next one. Enjoy! ðŸ˜€

A good, sexy offshoot from the Program series. Very sexy with a good storyline. My only complaint,

which prevents me from giving it 5 starts, is the lack of humor. Are dragons not as funny as

vampires and werewolves? One of my favorite things about Charlene Hartnady's books is the funny

lines mixed in with the action and sexy scenes. This was lacking in royal dragon.

This story was absolutely fantastic. The entire series has been an amazing journey. The author has

a way with painting a masterpiece with her words. The description of the dragon world was

stunning. You could picture their lair and she made breathtaking.Julie - boy did I just want to give

her a big hug. My heart went out to the girl. I was so happy how the story unfolded and went. I like

how she was strong and vulnerable at the same time.Coal - definitely a strong alpha. He has such

compassion that not few get to see. How he brought Julie out of her shell and made her stronger

just pulled at the heart strings.I cannot wait for the next in the series.

Loved how in depth this book was. H/h were both strong characters. I thought that Julie would be to

wishy washy, but it sounded pretty normal when she would argue with herself. I've done the same

during my life trying to talk myself into something. Hope that the next book will tell us what



happened with the egg. Really looking forward to knowing how that works out.
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